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E-commerce and
provenance go hand
in brand
Marketing expert Matthew Crouch underlines
the importance of brand storytelling in the
online world
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But what does this mean for branding? It
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means we need marketing content strategies

picker Gemma and warehouse manager Chris.
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information consumption trend. It means that

• Our Journey – an animation of the fruit’s

commerce shifts and trends. It is important

the provenance story we tell needs to be data-

journey to store, where each step is date

that we stop and think about the psychology

led. It means consumers want to ask whatever

stamped showing details of the journey from
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they want, whenever they want, about our
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automatically. Consider this scenario:
One of Australia’s key export markets for food
products is China (A$5.3bn)1. In 2018, more than

A young mother in Shanghai is browsing the

54 per cent of all food products purchased by

shopping app for her preferred fresh produce

Chinese consumers were purchased online2 . In

store whilst waiting to pick her daughter up

2017, 30 per cent of all food products
purchased online by Chinese consumers were
from Australia or New Zealand3. Chinese
consumers are some of the world’s most active
mobile device users, spending an average of
almost 4.5 hours per day on mobile phones or
4

from school. The app notifies her of a new
Australian mandarin brand for her to trial. As a
part of the promotion, she is offered a string of
content to watch, read or bookmark for later.
So what does this content look like?
• Our Story – time and date stamped footage of

field to rail, port to port and road to store.
• Our Community – links to the brand’s own
WeChat community to ask others what they
think, it also connects to the brand’s website
and other social channels (inc Whatsapp).
Simply put, we can do all these things right
now. However, what is really missing is the
automation and connectivity between them.
In my mind, the bridging of the gap sits
primarily in two camps – how the provenance
content becomes data-led and accessible to
overseas e-commerce apps, and how it is then
pushed to consumers and used to drive
conversions, growth and brand loyalty.
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What we need is a technology solution that not

It is about producing and sharing all the
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only captures supply chain data (I read about

content they could want in the future.
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the myriad of trials underway in this space) but
one that makes its integration into branding
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